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FINANCING UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE APPEALS
Hon. M. S. Cerstvik*
State personnel costs for unemployment insurance activities are
funded by the Department of Labor (DOL) through the Cost Model Management
System (CMMS). The CMMS used in the unemployment Insurance program is a
method of allocating limited money resources fairly and accurately. There
are two main components of the system; the development of unit times through
work measurement studies and the continued adjustment of staffing through
workload monitoring.
Every state has permanent Cost Model staff to conduct these work
measurement studies, develop and issue staffing and cost information
reports, perform workload validation and monitor changes in procedure or
law that might Impact on the UI Program. DOL requires states to perform
work measurement restudies of all UI activities every three years.
The work measurement studies determine the time needed to perform
a certain workload activity, such as the time needed to take and process
lower authority appeals. This time measurement is stated in minutes per
workload unit, or MPUs. MPUs are then compared from all states by ranking
high to low as shown in the Table following this article. Depending on
the funds available for this activity, DOL funds the states using an
allocation that tends to reward those states with the lowest MPUs. For
example, the State of Nevada's study MPU for lower appeals is 258.964
and their budgeted MPU is 249.700; a decrease of 3.6%. The State of New York
has a study MPU of 451.298 and a budgeted MPU of 373.316; a decrease of
17.3% In this way, DOL encourages states to develop cost efficiency and
to streamline procedures by considering the methods of low cost states
which might be adopted by high cost states.
UI activities are never fully funded by Congress at levels requested
by the states. When DOL receives the spending limits for each UI activity
it adjusts the state-requested MPUs to fit the allocated resources. Adjusted
MPUs are sent back to the states prior to the fiscal year beginning October 1.
Normally, Cost Model distributes budgeted MPUs to state organizational units
performing UI activities as determined by the work measurement studies.
However, the internal distribution of resources within a state is not
monitored by DOL. The final allocation of budgeted MPUs to the organizational
units are determined by the state administrative office and may or may not
reflect the study results.
When Cost Model Is used properly, workload level dictates the staff-
ing for UI activities'. If appeal workload increases, more money is made
available to the state from DOL to pay for additional appeal employees.
When appeal workload decreases, less money is available and employees must
* Appeals Referee Nevada Employment Security Department. The author appreciates
the assistance received from the staff of the Nevada Employment Security
Department Cost Model Section.
be laid off. The federal government will pay the state the lesser of
staff years "earned" or "used" each quarter with no ability to carry
over either a deficit or surplus to the next quarter. Earned positions
are calculated by matching the MPUs and actual workload. Used positions
are those employees charging time to the UI program. By the end of each
quarter, states are required to come as close as possible to earned
equals used, or, in other words, are prohibited from having more employees
working than are needed for the workload. This process of constantly
monitoring the workload and staffing levels ensures maximum productivity
and efficiency for the UI program.
(SEE CHART NEXT PAGE)
The NJC Board of Directors has selected Judge John W. Kern III
of Washington, D.C., as the College's new dean, effective October 3.
Judge Kern, 56, had served on the District of Columbia Court
of Appeals since 1968, assuming senior status in May 1984.
A 1949 graduate of Princeton University who received his law
degree from Harvard University in 1952, he has worked as assistant to
then Attorney General Ramsey Clark, supervising U.S. Attorneys across
the country, and assisted former Assistant Attorney General Fred M. Vinson,
Jr. He was also in private practice in Washington, D.C. and Assistant
U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia. Previously, he had clerked
for the Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeal-s for the D.C. Circuit
and worked for the Central Intelligence Agency.
Judge Kern is an alumnus of the College, having attended the
NJC's session at Princeton on search and seizure in 1975 and a workshop
on prisons and sentencing in 1970.
He has two sons: John, a first-year law student at the University
of California, Los Angeles School of Law, and Stephen, of Washington, D.C.
He is engaged to marry Margaret Ann Cantlin of Washington, D.C.
(reprinted from the NJC Newsletter, Winter 1984)
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